1. The Problem. The classical Waring problem is the determination of the least number g(k), k a positive integer, such that every positive integer is the sum of g(k) kth powers of integers ^ 0. If 3* = 2*g + r, 0 < r < 2*, that is, q = [(|)*J, and 7(A) = 2k + q -2 the so-called ideal Waring theorem states that g(k) = I(k) for every integer fc è 1.
The known facts are that g(k) = I(k) for k ^ 4, ^ 5 and 1 ^ k g 400. The according as 2 = fq + f + q or 2* < fq + f + q. Pillai actually constructed a table of 2*, q and r for exponents to 100 which showed 2k ^ q + r + 3 for 4 ^ A; 100, whereas the upper bound 400 for k is due to theoretical considerations of Dickson's [3] .
Actually Mahler [4] has shown that r > 2k -q is possible for only a finite number of positive integers k if at all. Mahler's theorem, a special case of which he applies to the Waring problem, is based on a theorem by Ridout [7] on rational approximations of algebraic numbers. According to Ridout the constant involved is not determinable by his method. If and when this can be done it will be possible also to decide whether the calculations here have completed the proof of the Waring theorem (for exponents other than 4 and 5), or to which exponent they would have to be continued.
To get a measure of the probability of finding an exceptional case among exponents beyond 200,000, the fractional parts of ( ¡)* were tabulated within intervals of length |. The results in the Table below make it probable that the sequence ¡, (¡)2> (¡)3> ' " ' is equidistributed (mod 1), in spite of the fact that in that table the interval 77, which contains the fractional parts g: f and < j, tends to hold a slightly larger share than the other intervals. Judging from the table it seems highly unlikely that a counterexample to the theorem will be found.
2. The Computation. The calculation was done on an IBM 7090 computer. The values of (¡) were obtained mainly by "logical" operations and were stored in consecutive locations, the sign bits being used as part of the binary representation Received August 13, 1963. o f the numbers. Only as many 36-bit words of 1 -q/2k were formed as were needed to show r/2* ^ 1 -q/2k. For 2 á k ^ 10,000 that inequality was established, and thereafter provision was made to print r/2* if the first 12 octal digits of r/2* should all be octal 7's since an exceptional value would certainly have to be of that form. No such fractional part was found to A; = 200,000. As a time-saving device those left-most digits of q which would not affect r/2* up to k = 200,000 were progressively eliminated from k = 130,000 on. The first 10,000 exponents required between 4 and 5 minutes computer time, and the last run from 190,000 to 200,000 used about 1J hours. The distribution of fractional parts was checked through k = 20, and the determination of the appropriate interval tested through several sets of consecutive exponents. To guard against machine errors the computation was repeated through k = 40,000, and for larger k the last two words of ( ¡)°+il were periodically matched with the product of the previously tested end digits of (¡)a and (¡)6.
